56	THE BALLADS
a line of the words is sung has two bars, and the metrical
pattern of the first line of this "Sir Patrick Spens" may be
written as follows:
4/4 J
/    n
j J j  J    J  J  J
0      wha  is    this   has     done this deid
'The Unquiet Grave" shows a similar^ pattern in 6/8 time
6/8 /      J       J*   J       «T     I <n    J\J
Cold  blows the wind   to -  I night,   true love
A study of the music also brings out another fact which is
not made clear by ordinary prosody, namely, that all the lines
of a Common Measure stanza are actually of equal length.
Although the second and fourth lines have only three stresses,
they have at the end a rest or a long note which makes them
equal in time value to the first and third lines. The stanza
from "Sir Patrick Spens" has the following metrical pattern
in one of its tunes:
4/4 J     IJ     J     J-      /IJ     J.    J
0     I wha   is   this     has I done this  deid
J      I J      J     J.       / U.   \or N   Jf|
This  I ill   deid don     to I me. |_     I me  J
J u  j j.   /1J  j* / j
To    1 send me   out    this I lime o' the year
J   IJ.  J   J-3 J    IJ.    I
To    I sail   up - on      the    I sea.    I!
Two other characteristics of the rhythms of ballad words
can incidentally be illustrated from "Sir Patrick Spens".
First, there are the extra syllables that appear so often in
.ballad lines, which in traditional prosody are called irregular
or hypermetric. The stanza above was chosen because it is
almost free from them, but there is one in the third line:
To send me out this time o* the year
as in other stanzas:
Mak hast, mak haste, my mime men all
For I fear a deadlie storm.

